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ABSTRACT

The existence of quantum correlations affects both microscopic and macroscopic systems. On macroscopic systems, they are difficult to
observe and usually irrelevant for the system’s evolution due to the frequent energy exchange with the environment. The world-wide network
of gravitational-wave (GW) observatories exploits optical as well as mechanical systems that are highly macroscopic and largely decoupled
from the environment. The quasi-monochromatic light fields in the kilometer-scale arm resonators have photon excitation numbers larger
than 1019, and the mirrors that are quasi-free falling in propagation direction of the light fields have masses of around 40 kg. Recent observa-
tions on the GW observatories LIGO and Virgo clearly showed that the quantum uncertainty of one system affected the uncertainty of the
other. Here, we review these observations and provide links to research goals targeted with mesoscopic optomechanical systems in other
fields of fundamental physical research. These may have Gaussian quantum uncertainties as the ones in GW observatories or even non-
Gaussian ones, such as Schr€odinger cat states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum physical experiments regarding the motion of macro-

scopic or even heavy bodies require low-noise and highly efficient
sensing. An ideal system is a highly reflecting mirror whose motion is
sensed by monochromatic light which is photo-electrically detected
with high quantum efficiency. The motion of the mirror needs to be
isolated from any forces of the environment over the duration of the
experiment. A feasible approach is a mirror suspension with a high-
quality factor (Q-factor). The suspension turns the mirror motion into
that of a (quantum) mechanical oscillator. The higher the Q-factor,
the lower the coupling rate to the environment. A quantum optome-
chanical experiment is achieved if the quantum uncertainties of light
and mirror motion influence each other, ultimately leading to the
observation of entanglement between optical and motional degrees of
freedom.

The existence of quantum uncertainties reveals itself by so-called
ensemble measurements. These are large numbers of identical and
precise measurements of the same observable performed on identical
physical systems being in identical quantum states. One might assume
that the preparation of an ensemble of truly identical ensemble mem-
bers is impossible because of some remaining distinguishability,

potentially given with respect to “hidden variables.” But this assump-
tion was proven wrong through experimental violations of Bell
inequalities, see for instance Ref. 1. The term “quantum uncertainty”
describes the fact that provably identical measurement settings provide
nevertheless different measurement outcomes. As a direct conse-
quence of the initial indistinguishability, the individual outcomes have
a truly random character, and just the outcomes’ probability distribu-
tion is determined.

As given by the shape of the probability distributions,
continuous-variable quantum uncertainties, such as those of position
and momentum, can be either Gaussian or non-Gaussian. The most
important example of a (pure) Gaussian quantum state is the ground
state. The most famous (pure) non-Gaussian quantum state with mac-
roscopic excitation energy is the Schr€odinger cat state.2 It is a superpo-
sition of two macroscopically distinct states. The measurement results
on an ensemble of such states are discrete and two-valued (“dead” and
“alive”). Nevertheless, non-Gaussian states can also be represented by
continuous spectra. Generally, the terms quantum uncertainty and
“superposition” refer to the same physical phenomenon. In contrast to
non-Gaussian measurement spectra, Gaussian measurement spectra
can generally not be used for violating a Bell inequality. Nevertheless,
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some of them are as distinct as the pure non-Gaussian states. These
are the squeezed states,3,4 two-mode squeezed states,5 and other
related ones.6 The state is called “nonclassical” if its Glauber–
Sudarshan P-function does not correspond to a positive-valued
(classical) probability distribution in the phase space spanned by two
noncommuting observables. The Gaussian or non-Gaussian shape of
a quantum uncertainty is not relevant.

Squeezed states for improving interferometric gravitational-wave
(GW) observatories were proposed in 1981, 8 two years after they were
proposed for bar detectors.9 Squeezed states of light were first observed
in the mid-1980s,10,11 and in the following years, their parameters
optimized for the stable and efficient exploitation in GW observato-
ries.12–18 Since 2010, the gravitational-wave detector GEO 600 has
been using (Gaussian) squeezed states of light to improve its sensitiv-
ity.19–21 Since 2019, also LIGO and Virgo have been using squeezed
states of light22,23 to improve actual observations.24 In the case of
LIGO and Virgo, recent observations clearly showed that the quantum
uncertainty of the light affected the uncertainty of the mirror
motion.25,26 This occurs due to the optomechanical coupling, where
the uncertainty in the light amplitude couples to the motion of the
mirror through radiation pressure. The phase uncertainty of the
reflected light then increases, which can subsequently be detected.

Here, we review the recent observations in LIGO and Virgo that
proved that the quantum uncertainties of the light fields in the arm
resonators are coupled to the motion of the pendulum suspended test
masses of space-time. The coupled, quantum-correlated uncertainties
are Gaussian but nevertheless can in principle be used to set upper
bounds to “spontaneous decoherence,” i.e., to hypothetical localiza-
tions of wave function due to interaction of masses with space-time or
with some unknown stochastic process. Experimental tests of gravity
decoherence on non-Gaussian states of micro-mechanical oscillators
have been considered almost 20 years ago.27 We conclude this review
by contrasting the Gaussian nonclassical states of macroscopic opto-
mechanical systems in GW observatories with the non-Gaussian states
of mesoscopic optomechanical systems.

A. The spectrum of observables of GW observatories
GW observatories are Michelson-type laser interferometers with

Fabry–Perot arm resonators, see Fig. 2. The latter are established by
two pendulum-suspended laser mirrors each, separated by 3 km in
Virgo23 and 4 km in LIGO,22 respectively. During observation runs,
GW observatories are in continuous operation with steady-state
Gaussian quantum uncertainties. During the detection of a GW or in
case of disturbances, the quantum observables of related frequencies f
show uncertainties that are displaced over some finite time period.

Gravitational waves modulate the arm length of the interferomet-
ric GW observatory, and the signal appears at the output as the ampli-
tude modulation of the light field, with targeted signal frequencies f
range from about 10Hz to a few kHz. Figure 1 shows the famous sig-
nal of the first ever measured signal (GW150914).7 The signal was pro-
duced by two merging black holes and shows a frequency chirp
(exponential increase with time). The signal looks fuzzy, because a sin-
gle frequency at a single point of time is unphysical. The relevant
quantum observable in the detector is the amplitude of the amplitude
quadrature of the output laser beam, X̂ f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ, defined in some
frequency band Df around the Fourier frequency f and time span Dt
at time t.

Observables are always defined with respect to a physical system.
Here, these systems are light fields as well as oscillations of the mirror
motion. A very suitable name for any of these physical systems is the
word “mode.” A mode should be defined as being Fourier limited. An
ensemble of identical such modes might be in a pure quantum state or
in a rather mixed thermal state. The observable X̂ f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ, however,
addresses a specific, single Fourier-limited mode of modulation of the
monochromatic carrier output light of the GW observatory, see Fig. 1.
The mode has the eigenfrequency f 6 Df , when its energy is absorbed
over the time period t 6 Dt. This is mathematically described by the
Fourier transform according to which the smallest phase space area for
an energy distribution is Df # Dt ¼ 1=ð4pÞ, also providing the well-
known energy-time uncertainty relation, see, e.g., Ref. 29. An ensemble
of this mode with the same excitation is not available since the GW
does not repeat itself. An example of the excitation of single modulation
modes due to a GW is shown in Fig. 1. The important fact is that the
displayed “modes” are defined by the data post-processing. At first
instance, the photo-electric voltage is sampled at a rate that is signifi-
cantly higher than the highest expected frequency component of the
GW signal. Only after the content of frequency components has been
analyzed, the modes of half widths Df and Dt are defined. The much
higher eigenfrequency of the optical carrier field is not relevant.

The relevant mechanical system in LIGO and Virgo is composed of
fourmirrors, the “test masses of space-time.” They are suspended as pen-
dulums with eigen (resonance) frequencies slightly below 1Hz. This fre-
quency is below the targeted signal spectrum. In order to understand
how the motions of the mirrors affect the sensitivity of the GW observa-
tory, we need to define Fourier limited “overtone” modes of the pendu-
lum. The relevant modes of motion have the position excitation
x̂ f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ and the momentum excitation p̂f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ. In GW
observatories, these operators are one-dimensional along the laser beams’
optical axes, and the position and momentum observables that actually
couple to X̂ f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ describe the difference of the two arms and are
the corresponding combination of the four mirrors’ individual quantities.

B. Quantum optomechanics in mesoscopic systems
Quantum effects have also been observed in small-scale devices,

where the mechanical oscillators have typical masses in the nanogram

FIG. 1. Time–frequency representation of the first gravitational-wave signal (Ref. 7).
Shown are the time dependent excitations (color coded) of the amplitude quadrature
amplitudes X̂ f ;Df ðt 6 DtÞ of the observatory output light. Due to the mathematics of
Fourier transform, the highlighted example X̂ ð1306 25ÞHzð0:42 s6 0:0032 sÞ refers
to an area that has a well-defined smallest size. Reproduced with permission from
Abbott et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 061102 (2015). Copyright 2015 Authors, licensed
under CC BY (Ref. 7), with additions to the original to show the observable Fourier-
limited mode.
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and microgram regime. The optomechanical coupling strength is
stronger for smaller masses, and for the same optical power, the uncer-
tainty of the reflected light’s radiation pressure has a much stronger
effect in small-scale systems. In case of continuous steady-state mea-
surements, the quantum uncertainties in such systems are also
Gaussian. In the past years, motional ground state across all scales was
achieved (see Ref. 30 for overview), quantum radiation pressure was
observed31,32 and evaded33–36 in various systems, and Gaussian entan-
glement was observed.37–40 Other systems were observed in non-
Gaussian quantum states.41–43 There, however, the relevant observable
was not the quadrature, but the photon number and correlations
between the photons. So far, no non-Gaussian state tomography on
the optomechanical system has been demonstrated. A more complete
overview of recent advances in quantum optomechanics can be found
in Ref. 44 and of the progress in a rising field of levitated optome-
chanics in Ref. 45.

II. COUPLING MECHANICAL AND OPTICAL
UNCERTAINTIES

Macroscopic mechanical oscillators promise to enable tests of
quantum physics on a macroscopic scale. Furthermore, solid bodies
couple to the gravitational force, which enables tests of quantum grav-
ity theories in the weak field regime. The idealized model of such a
mechanical system is a movable rigid mirror that is suspended as a
pendulum and probed by a monochromatic laser beam. The light
propagates over some distance, reflects off the mirror, and propagates
further where it is photoelectrically detected. The total optical path
length depends on the precise position of the mirror surface. The
phase of the light when detected thus carries information about even
tiniest position changes of the mirror. A laser interferometer measures
this phase change in comparison to the optical length of a reference
path, see Fig. 2. There are two quantum systems involved, both defined
by their own uncertainty: the continuously measured optical modes
and the mechanical modes of the mirror that interacted with the

optical modes. Usually, the optical modes are in rather pure states, i.e.,
in ground state or in displaced ground states when a GW signal is
observed or disturbances present. The mechanical modes are in ther-
mal states because they are in thermal equilibrium with the environ-
ment. The high Q-factor of the suspension leads to a characteristic
time during which the thermal decoherence (thermalization) takes
place. The higher the Q-factor, the slower the decoherence.

An optical field with fluctuations over a broad spectrum of fre-
quencies is traditionally described in terms of spectral Fourier compo-
nents of amplitude (X) and phase quadrature fluctuations (Y) at
frequency f : âX;Yðf Þ, respectively.47 The actual observables X̂ f ;Df

ðt;DtÞ and Ŷ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ, however, are the Fourier transformed aver-
ages over the resolution bandwidth 6Df of these quantities. When the
mode is in a pure quantum state, the uncertainties of its phase and
amplitude quadratures obey Heisenberg uncertainty relation:
DX̂ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ # DŶ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ % 1=4, where the actual number on the
right depends on the normalization. For a coherent state, the uncer-
tainties are equal, i.e., DX̂ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ ¼ DŶ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ ¼ 1=2. It is
possible to create a state, in which one of the uncertainties is decreased
at the expense of the other, i.e., DX̂ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ ¼ e&r=2 and
DŶ f ;Df ðt;DtÞ ¼ er=2, while also obeys the uncertainty relation. Such
state is called “squeezed,”3 with r the squeeze factor.48 In general, a
state can also be squeezed for any linear combination of the amplitude
and phase quadratures. The “squeeze angle”48 is usually defined with
respect to the amplitude quadrature.

Whenever light is reflected off a mirror, it exerts radiation pres-
sure on it. The corresponding force accelerates the mirror, i.e., trans-
fers momentum. This radiation-pressure force depends on the

amplitude of the input light field X̂
in
f ;Df ðt;DtÞ. Since this amplitude has

some uncertainty, it is transferred onto the mirror’s momentum
p̂inf ;Df ðt;DtÞ, which influences at later times its position x̂ inf ;Df ðt;DtÞ.
This phenomenon is called quantum back-action (QBA) when sensing

FIG. 2. Gravitational waves (GWs) are transverse quadrupole waves that propagate at the speed of light and expand and stretch space-time (6DL=L). Sources are for
instance compact binary systems of black holes and neutron stars. The LIGO and Virgo observatories are Michelson laser interferometer with an ultra-stable single mode input
laser beam of about 100W, km-scale arm resonators, power- and signal recycling resonators, a squeeze laser for the targeted signal spectrum from 10 Hz to 10 kHz, and a
high-quantum-efficiency photo-diode in the output port. The time–frequency spectrum of the photo-electric voltage resembles the GW signal plus observatory noise. 2fBS:
Frequency of the GW; PRM: power-recycling mirror; SRM: signal-recycling mirror; PBS: polarizing beam splitter; U(t): photo-electric voltage with AC-signal.
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the mechanical motion with light. When continuously sensing (moni-
toring) the mirror position, QBA increases the position uncertainty,
which results in additional quantum noise in the measurement record.
This quantum radiation-pressure noise (QRPN)8 may hinder the sen-
sitivity of various detectors operating in quantum domain, such as
gravitational-wave detectors. QRPN was first observed in microscopic
systems,49,50 and only recently in GW observatories, see Sec. III.

In the following, we describe quantum radiation pressure formally
in a quasi-stationary case. The Fourier components of the quantum
radiation pressure force are given by the amplitude quadrature of the
incident light F̂ rpðf Þ ¼ "ha âXðtÞ /

ffiffiffiffiffi
P0
p

âXðf Þ, where a is the normal-
ized average amplitude, which depends on the average optical power P0
of the monochromatic carrier light at the mirror. The force leads to a
mechanical displacement x̂rpðf Þ ¼ vðf ÞF̂ rpðf Þ, where vðf Þ is the com-
plex valued mechanical response function. The phase quadrature of the
light field reflected of a movable mirror b̂Yðf Þ picks up the displacement
of the mechanical oscillator, which in turn is driven by the radiation-
pressure force. Fluctuations of the quadratures in the linear approxima-
tion, i.e., when the displacement is small relative to the wavelength, and
the fluctuations are small relative to average field amplitude, can be
expressed by two equations (ignoring irrelevant phase factors):

b̂Xð f Þ ¼ âXðf Þ; (1)

b̂Yð f Þ ¼ âYð f Þ & a x̂ rpð f Þ þ x̂ sigð f Þ
" #

¼ âYð f Þ &Kð f ÞâXð f Þ & avð f ÞFsigð f Þ; (2)

where Fsigðf Þ is the signal force and Kðf Þ ¼ "ha2vðf Þ is the optome-
chanical coupling factor (also called Kimble factor28). In a more gen-
eral case, Kðf Þ also includes the effects of the optical cavities in the
arms (see for details, e.g., Ref. 51).

Equation (2) describes the emergence of quantum back action,
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The first term corresponds to the mea-
surement (shot) noise (QMN), and the second term—to quantum
back action noise (QBN). An important property of quantum back
action can be seen in this equation: radiation-pressure force quantum-
correlates phase quadrature of the output field with amplitude quadra-
ture of the incoming field. The output state becomes ponderomotively
squeezed.28,52 This quantum correlation can be seen from the fact that
for some linear combinations of b̂Xðf Þ and b̂Yðf Þ, the radiation pres-
sure back action cancels, see the illustration in Fig. 4. Unfortunately, a
GW observatory with just a single photo diode cannot benefit from
ponderomotive squeezing alone.28 In contrast, the ponderomotive
anti-squeezing results in the quantum radiation pressure noise.

A. The standard quantum limit
The total quantum noise of a measurement device is given by the

sum of quantum back-action noise and quantum measurement noise,
where both are normalized to the signal strength.53 With this normali-
zation, doubling the light power doubles the signal-normalized QBN
and halves the signal-normalized QMN. Without correlations of QBN
and QMN, their sum is minimal if they are balanced. For every value
of the light power, there is exactly one frequency, at which the sum of
QBN and QMN is minimal. The spectrum of all minima defines the
standard quantum limit (SQL) of a measurement device. It represents
the lowest quantum noise for continuous measurements without
exploiting quantum correlations.

Continuous measurements allow for a spectral analysis of the sig-
nal. The sensitivity of a corresponding measurement device can be
quantified by its “signal-equivalent noise spectral density.” The signal-
equivalent QBN spectral density decreases with frequency above the
mechanical resonance. For this reason, also the SQL decreases with
frequency, and a quantum noise limited GW observatory that does
not exploit quantum correlations only reaches the SQL at a single fre-
quency. This frequency changes, however, when the optical power is
changed. The total signal-equivalent quantum noise spectral density
(normalized to displacement) is given by

Sxðf Þ ¼
x2SQL
2

1
Kðf Þ

þKðf Þ
$ %

; (3)

xSQLðf Þ ¼
1
2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8"h
Mf 2

s

; (4)

where xSQLðf Þ is the SQL for the free mirror with a mass of M. The
SQL is achieved at the frequency, where KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1. Equation (3)
also holds if squeezed light is injected for squeezing the output light’s
amplitude quadrature spectrum. In this case,Kðf Þ needs to be multi-
plied by e2r , and the SQL cannot be overcome. The SQL can be over-
come, however, by employing quantum correlations or quantum
nondemolition measurements.28,46,51 The simplest approach is the
injection of a squeezed light with a frequency independent squeeze
angle h 6¼ 0( (Figs. 5 and 6). In this case, Eq. (3) is not valid. This was
recently demonstrated in LIGO, as we summarize in Sec. III.

FIG. 3. Illustration of quantum back-action: the fuzzy circular area represents the
quantum uncertainty of the ground state located at the origin of the quadrature
phase space. Here, the ground state is that of the input light’s modulation mode
with frequency f ¼ fSQL, at which the optomechanical coupling factor
KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1. The two vertical dashed (magenta) lines represent two example val-
ues (1) and (2) of the light’s amplitude quadrature X̂ . The positive value (1) produ-
ces a larger radiation pressure than the average one, and the resulting mirror
movement lengthens the optical path length. Consequently, and because of
KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1, the phase quadrature Ŷ is delayed by the same value (1). This cou-
pling is illustrated by the large curved dashed arrow. Any negative value (2) advan-
ces the phase quadrature. The quantum uncertainty of the reflected light in Ŷ thus
corresponds to that of two uncorrelated units of ground state uncertainty. The dis-
placement due to a gravitational wave (arrow pointing along Ŷ ), which is a classical
modulation at fSQL, is unchanged but measured with a halved signal to noise ratio.
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III. OBSERVATION OF OPTOMECHANICAL COUPLING
IN GW OBSERVATORIES

Recent experiments with LIGO and Virgo revealed coupling of
the quantum uncertainties of the light with the differential motion of

the four 40 kg-sized mirrors of the two arm resonators. In Virgo, the
squeezed vacuum state was injected with a squeeze angle h ¼ 0( as it
was done previously in GEO 600,19 LIGO,22 and Virgo.23 With a
slightly increased laser power, the noise of the output light showed a
significant contribution of quantum back action at frequencies
between 30 and 40Hz. The back-action in terms of quantum radiation
pressure noise was due to the anti-squeezed quadrature of the injected
squeezed vacuum states. The illustration of the setting is given in
Fig. 7. It is similar to Fig. 3, but due to the injected squeezed vacuum
states the quantum uncertainty in the radiation pressure is anti-
squeezed and visible even in the presence of nonquantum noise
sources. Figure 8 shows measurements of the square root of the Virgo
noise spectral density calibrated to differential arm length in m=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p

.
The effect of quantum radiation pressure noise (QRPN) was directly
observed through the elevation of the upper trace between 30 and
40Hz with respect to the other traces. Notably, the QRPN effect was
not masked by nonquantum noise sources. (The same effect can also
be seen to a small extent in Fig. 1 of Ref. 22 and in Fig. 2 of Ref. 23.)

The spectral density of the squeezed noise generated in Virgo
was 13.8 dB below that of the ground state noise (vacuum noise). The
total quantum efficiency was about 54%, i.e., 46% of the energy in the
squeezed vacuum states were lost and the pure squeezed states got
mixed with the corresponding contribution of the ground state. The
loss reduced the anti-squeezing from 13.8 dB (a factor of about 24
above the variance of the ground state) to 11.3 dB ()13.4). The square
root of this factor ()3.7) corresponds to the factor between the black
and the blue trace at the high frequencies in Fig. 8. The same loss
reduced the squeezing from&13.8 to about&3 dB ()0.5), and a phase

FIG. 5. Back action evasion in Ŷ : the fuzzy ellipse with squeeze angle h ¼ 45( rep-
resents the injected state at fSQL, where KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1. Shown is that the radiation
pressure that drives X̂ has a dominating correlated component in the uncertainty of
Ŷ . The correlation is the stronger the larger the squeeze parameter is. The radia-
tion pressure back action produces an anti-correlated component in the uncertainty
of Ŷ (curved dashed arrow). The two components cancel in the conventional read-
out quadrature angle, which is aligned to the GW signal.

FIG. 6. Remaining uncertainty in Ŷ : this figure completes the illustration in Fig. 5 by
its remaining uncertainty in Ŷ . Shown here is that the same radiation pressure as
in the figure above has also a subordinate anti-correlated component in the uncer-
tainty of Ŷ . The radiation pressure back action produces another anti-correlated
component in the uncertainty of Ŷ the same magnitude (curved dashed arrow).
The two anti-correlated components constructively interfere to a magnitude that isffiffiffi
2
p

larger than the squeezed standard deviation. Since at fSQL the standard devia-
tion of the quantum uncertainty in Ŷ is

ffiffiffi
2
p

larger than the ground state standard
deviation, the full squeeze factor is retained. Note that at higher (lower) frequencies
the injected squeeze angle needs to be lower (higher) to retain the full squeeze fac-
tor.46 In the recent experiment at LIGO, the injected squeeze angle was 24(, 35(,
and 46( for which the inferred quantum noise in the observation of gravitational
waves surpassed the SQL, see Figs. 2 and 3 in Ref. 25.

FIG. 4. Illustration of back action evasion: the situation resembles the one in Fig. 3, but
here the photoelectric detection measures the balanced linear combination of ampli-
tude and phase quadrature modulations, i.e., Ŷ

0
. (This is possible with a balanced

homodyne detector or by rotating the phase space with a detuned filter cavity in the
output port, Ref. 28. Neither option is realized in current GW observatories.) The upper
two dashed arrows illustrate that the GW signal as well as the quantum measurement
noise are scaled down by projecting them onto the new phase space direction. At
SQL, where KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1, they are reduced by the factor 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

. The important fact
is the full cancelation of quantum back-action if the quadrature Ŷ

0
is detected. This is

illustrated by the two lower dashed arrows, whose projections cancel each other. The
overall signal to noise ration corresponds to that of zero quantum back-action. Current
GW observatories, however, can only read out the quadrature Ŷ .
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squeezed trace (red) a factor of about 0.7 below the vacuum noise
(black) at the high frequencies in Fig. 8. In reality, both values were
closer to unity because of the underlying nonquantum noise (gray).
The observed QRPN was thus produced by a mixed state with a prod-
uct of the uncertainty standard deviations that was a factor of
0:7* 3:7 ¼ 2:6 above minimum uncertainty. The lower the factor is,
the more “pure” is the optomechanical coupling and the “more
quantum” is the observed QRPN.

A more solid criterion for “quantumness” of optomechanical
coupling is given by the standard quantum limit. If the measured total
spectral density shows with statistical significance (over some finite
frequency band f 6 Df ) that the overall quantum noise is below the

SQL, optomechanical quantum correlations (OMQCs), i.e., quantum
correlations between the uncertainties of the light field and the mirror
motion are proven. Therefore, the SQL serves as a useful benchmark
for quantifying the possibility to measure quantum-mechanical effects
for the specific optomechanical Fourier mode with eigenfrequency
f 6 Df . This mode could then be used to study the foundations of
quantum theory or gravity, as we discuss in Sec. IV.

With the input squeeze angle set to h ¼ 0(, today’s GW observa-
tories cannot observe a quantum noise below the SQL at any fre-
quency. The reason is that surpassing the SQL requires the actual
exploitation of quantum correlations, but this is impossible with just a
single photo diode in the output port and a zero squeeze angle in the
input. The quantum noise can surpass the SQL over a broad frequency
range if the input squeeze angle is set to an optimal (nonzero) value
and the output optics supplemented by filter cavities, which provide a
frequency dependent quadrature rotation, and a balanced homodyne
detector, which is able to detect an arbitrary fixed quadrature angle.28

The simplest approach to surpass the SQL is the optimization of the
input squeeze angle without any further changes to the optics at the
output port of a today’s GW observatory. This approach allows for
suppressing the quantum noise below the SQL over a finite but not
too narrow frequency band around a well-defined frequency (fOMQC).
This experiment was done in LIGO.25 The total spectral density was
considerably above the SQL, but its reduction over the characteristic
frequency band when optimizing the squeeze angle allowed the infer-
ence of the overall quantum noise below the SQL. The results are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The quantum noise was demonstrated to be
below the SQL for three different squeeze angles.

The overall displacement-normalized quantum noise spectral
density for injected squeezed light with squeeze angle h can be calcu-
lated by the following expression:

Sxðf Þ ¼
x2SQL
2

1
Kðf Þ

þKðf Þ
$ %

* e&2r cos2 h& #ðf Þð Þ þ e2r sin2 h& #ðf Þð Þ
& '

; (5)

Kðf Þ ¼ 2Jc

ð2pÞ3f 2 c2 þ f 2ð Þ
; J ¼ 16p!0Parm

MLc
; (6)

#ðf Þ ¼ arctanKðf Þ; (7)

where c is the detector bandwidth, L is the arm length, Parm is the opti-
cal power in the arm cavities, !0 is the frequency of laser, c is the speed
of light,M is the mass of an end mirror. For example, at the frequency,
where the noise touches the SQL, KðfSQLÞ ¼ 1; #ðfSQLÞ ¼ 45(. Then,
choosing the injected squeeze angle of h ¼ #ðfSQLÞ allows to dip below
the SQL exactly by the amount of available squeezing:

SxðfSQLÞ ¼ x2SQLe
&2r : (8)

This can be seen in Fig. 10, right.
A direct observation of the total noise spectral density below the

SQL was not possible in LIGO because there are multiple sources of
technical noise, which contribute at a level above the SQL. Most nota-
ble sources of noise are: thermal motion of suspensions54 and surfa-
ces55 of test masses, seismic vibrations coupling to the motion of the
mirror56 as well as control noises.

These observations of quantum effects in the detectors are just
the first steps toward application of advanced quantum technology for

FIG. 7. Quantum back-action due to the input light’s anti-squeezing: the fuzzy ellipti-
cal area represents the quantum uncertainty of the squeezed vacuum state with a
squeeze angle of h ¼ 0(. The anti-squeezed uncertainty of the light produce a
larger back action than the ground state in Fig. 3. This is possible even if the opto-
mechanical coupling factorK is smaller than that at the SQL, as shown here.

FIG. 8. Observation of quantum back-action in Virgo: shown are three measured
spectra (solid lines) and corresponding quantum noise models, Ref. 26. The trace
leveled in the center (black) was the observatory noise without squeezed vacuum
injection. When squeezing was injected with a squeeze angle of h ¼ 0(, the shot
noise on the photodiode was clearly squeezed above 200 Hz (red trace). For this
squeeze angle, the differential quantum radiation pressure noise (QRPN) in the
arm resonators increased, and QRPN became visible between 30 and 40 Hz. With
h ¼ 90(, the shot noise was anti-squeezed (blue trace), and the increases shot
noise elevated the total noise between 30 and 40 Hz. The gray trace represents the
total non-quantum noise. Reproduced with permission from Acernese et al., Phys.
Rev. Lett. 125, 131101 (2020). Copyright 2020 Authors, licensed under CC BY
(Ref. 26), with additions to the original.
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gravitational-wave observatories, which are reviewed in detail in Refs.
51 and 57. Nonetheless, even this progress opens the path toward the
tests of fundamental quantum mechanics and gravity, as we discuss in
Sec. IV.

IV. QUANTUM CORRELATIONS AND TESTS
OF SPONTANEOUS DECOHERENCE
A. Non-Gaussian optomechanical states
for probing decoherence

Macroscopic systems are generally not observed in pure quantum
states, such as superposition states. The question of why the world
appears “classical” to us, is understood as the consequence of decoher-
ence mechanisms, which quickly destroy macroscopic superposi-
tions.58 These mechanisms usually considered obey the rules of
standard quantum mechanics. Therefore, they neither allow to resolve
the measurement problem of quantum mechanics, nor shine light on
the connection between quantummechanics and gravity. Spontaneous

decoherence models attempt to resolve either problem, or both, by
modifying quantum mechanics and introducing additional terms in
the Schr€odinger equation. This manifests itself as a source of spontane-
ous decoherence, which for large objects is stronger than other typical
sources of environmental decoherence. Two most prominent exam-
ples of these spontaneous decoherence models are continuous sponta-
neous localization (CSL)59–61 and Di#osi–Penrose (DP) models.62–65 In
the CSL models, the decoherence occurs due to an additional stochas-
tic force, which acts on all objects, with its strength being stronger for
larger objects. In the DP model, the decoherence is caused by the grav-
itational self-interaction of different parts of a wave-function. Both
mechanisms, although different in nature, are related to the mass of
objects. The potential relevance of gravity in the emergence of a classi-
cal everyday world was pointed out by Frigyes Karolyhazy already in
the 1960s,66 and a recent review is given in Ref. 67.

In 2003, Marshall, Simon, Penrose, and Bouwmeester proposed
an experiment27 that was intended to realize a mechanical system
having a position uncertainty with two probability maxima that were
separated by the width of the ground state uncertainty. The envisioned
mechanical system was a mirror with a volume of 10 lm cubed and a
mass ofm ¼ 5ng that constituted one end of a 5 cm long cavity in one
arm of a Michelson interferometer, see Fig. 11. The second cavity mir-
ror was much heavier and not movable. The mesoscopic mirror was
mechanically suspended with a resonance frequency of fm ¼ 500Hz,
which resulted in a ground state half-width position uncertainty of
Dxm ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
"h=ð4pmfmÞ

p
+ 6 *10&13 m. The excitation of the cavity

mode to a single photon Fock state j1i was calculated to be sufficient
to produce a radiation pressure induced displacement of the tiny
mirror by about the same size. The second arm of the interferometer
contained another cavity of identical optical parameters but with two
immovable macroscopic mirrors.

Coupling a single photon to a decoherence-free interferometer
entangles the quantum uncertainty of the mirror position with the
optical fields in the two arm cavities. If the position of the mirror
shows some spontaneous decoherence, the mirror either experiences
the full radiation pressure, is displaced, and the photon is in cavity A,
or the mirror does not experiences any radiation pressure, is not dis-
placed, and the photon is in cavity B. Ensemble measurements without
decoherence would result in self-interference of the photon into one of
the output ports. Ensemble measurements with decoherence of the

FIG. 9. Experimental inference of mirror/light quantum correlation in LIGO:
squeezed vacuum states with a squeeze angle of h ¼ 35( were injected. The
noise spectral density around 40 Hz was below the one without squeezing injection.
A total quantum noise below the SQL was inferred by subtracting non-quantum
noise, which was determined by reference measurements. The smooth solid lines
represent quantum noise models. Reproduced with permission from Yu et al.,
Nature 583, 43–47 (2020). Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

FIG. 10. Inferred mirror/light quantum correlation for different squeeze angles: squeezed vacuum states with squeeze angles of h ¼ 7(; 24(; 46( were injected. For the two
larger angles, a total quantum noise below the SQL was inferred by subtracting non-quantum noise, which was determined by reference measurements. The inference for h ¼
46( at a frequency of fSQL;LIGO + 30 Hz almost resembles the illustration in Figs. 5 and 6. Reproduced with permission from Yu et al., Nature 583, 43–47 (2020). Copyright
2020 Springer Nature.
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mirror position would always result in a photon that is localized to
one of the arm cavities. Interference would not possible any more. An
ensemble measurement would find the out-coupled single photons
always randomly distributed in the output ports, regardless what the
precise differential arm length of the interferometer was. Note that the
entire ensemble measurement is conditioned on a single “click” of
either detector D1 or D2.

The non-Gaussian position uncertainty of a mesoscopic mirror
proposed in Ref. 27 has two local maxima with a separation of the
order of the motional ground state. The dimension of the mirror, how-
ever, is many orders of magnitudes larger. Preparing mesoscopic
objects in superpositions of two positions that are separated by more
than the objects diameter is far beyond current technology. (Such a
state could rightly be called a Schr€odinger cat state.) Theoretical work
showed that reasonable assumptions on gravitational decoherence
mechanisms might involve rather large decoherence time scales.
Experiments with state-of-the-art technology will be rather limited by
environmental decoherence mechanisms and thus not sensitive to
most of the gravitational decoherence mechanisms discussed so
far.68–71 Due to this, recent works focused on more microscopic sys-
tems, involving matter-wave interferometry72,73 or Bose–Einstein
condensates.74

Ensemble of non-Gaussian states of light have been usually pro-
duced from spontaneously produced photon pairs. Conditioned on
the successful detection of one of the photons, a Fock-1-states can be
created and phase space tomography performed.75 Recently, phononic
Fock-1-states were also produced.42,43,76 A theoretical analysis sug-
gested to prepare the mirror motion in GW observatories in non-
Gaussian states by injecting optical Fock-1-states into the signal output
port77 following previous theoretical work.78 The quantum uncertainty
of the single photon is optically amplified by the intense light in the
arms and produces a significant non-Gaussian quantum radiation

pressure force on the mirrors and thus a non-Gaussian quantum state
of the joint mirror motion. It was pointed out that some experiments
on testing stochastic gravitational wave-function collapse large masses
are not always preferable, despite stronger coupling to gravity.79

However, bringing massive mechanical oscillators into quantum
regime allows to test the limits of quantum theory as well as gravity.

B. Gaussian optomechanical states
for probing decoherence

Both nonclassical Gaussian and non-Gaussian states are viable
probes for testing spontaneous decoherence. On both nonclassical
states, any decoherence is noticeable through a redistribution of the
uncertainty.

Gaussian squeezed states were recently used as probe systems to
quantify an environmental decoherence process.80 The decoherence of
interest was the escape of photons in the course of their detection by
photodiodes. The measurement utilized the fact that photon escape
deteriorates the measured state’s purity. The product of the standard
deviations of the squeezed and anti-squeezed uncertainties increased
successively. By the direct observation of a 15 dB squeezed state and
independent reference measurements of other loss sources, it was pos-
sible to quantify the photon escape during measurement to about
0.5% with an error bar of the same size. The photo diodes’ quantum
efficiency was thus measured to ð99:56 0:5Þ%.

One could argue that a non-Gaussian state is more sensitive to
decoherence and is therefore better suited as a probe system. However,
in this case, the same state is also more sensitive to decoherence due to
disturbances from the environment, which offsets such an advantage.
Nevertheless, non-Gaussian states might be more sensitive to some
models of gravitational decoherence, owing to distinct spatial maxima
in a wavefunction. Gaussian states, on the other hand, offer a possibil-
ity to continuously monitor the dynamics of a quantum state, thus
observing the evolution of multiple modes with time under the action
of various of sources of decoherence.

The generation of Gaussian quantum-correlated optomechanical
as well as purely mechanical states was investigated theoretically by
several authors. To the best of our knowledge, the first theoretical con-
sideration of an optomechanical quantum correlated state was done
by Bose et al.68,81 They considered a macroscopic mirror in a cavity
and found that it may be placed in a stationary Schr€odinger-cat-like
state by a quadrature measurement of the light field after interaction.
They also investigated whether such a state could be used to detect
gravitationally induced decoherence and concluded that this was way
beyond technology at the time. Subsequent research found that sta-
tionary entanglement between vibrational modes of two cavity mir-
rors, with an effective mass of the order of micrograms, can be
generated by means of radiation pressure.82 Furthermore, it was also
proposed that stationary entanglement can be generated between the
motion of the four mirrors in a LIGO-type GW observatory.83–85

Here, the generated entanglement is with respect to position and
momentum of the entire pendulum suspended mirrors, however, not
for the resonance mode of the pendula but for overtone modes of the
frequency band f 6 Df , for which the sum of all classical noise contri-
butions was below the spectral density of the SQL. The continuous
monitoring of the mechanical mode allowed for the measurement of
the thermally driven random walk and for the conditioning (referenc-
ing) of the quantum uncertainties with respect to this random walk.86

FIG. 11. Setup proposed in Ref. 27: an optical single-photon state j1i enters a
Michelson interferometer with high-finesse arm cavities. The cavity in arm A has a
tiny end mirror mounted on a micromechanical oscillator, and the radiation pressure
places the mirror in a non-Gaussian state. If decoherence localizes the mirror on
time scales shorter than the cavity mode life time, it either experiences full or zero
radiation pressure. This means, it localizes the photon in one or the other arm.
Interference effects vanish due to the localization. D1, D2: single-photon detectors.
Reproduced with permission from Marshall et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 130401
(2003). Copyright 2003, American Physical Society.
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Using an optomechanical system in a nonclassical Gaussian
states for probing decoherence processes is done via continuous moni-
toring of the states uncertainty under the continuous influences of
optomechanical coupling and decoherence. Crucial is the reconstruc-
tion of the thermally driven random walk and subtracting it from the
measurement data. The quantum uncertainty is then revealed condi-
tioned on the knowledge of this classical trajectory. Unlike the condi-
tioning on the click of a photon detector in non-Gaussian state
preparation, here a full measurement record is taken into account to
estimate the current state. The classical random walk requires optimal
processing of the information with the use of Wiener (or Kalman) fil-
tering, which includes the complete model of the system. This allows
to trace the random evolution of the state, as well as its uncertainty, as
it was theoretically proposed,83 further theoretically investigated84,87–91

and recently demonstrated experimentally.31,92

Continuous monitoring and conditioning on the knowledge of
the mean random walk provide the key feature that allows to check for
the changes in the evolution of the quantum state, and not only for sta-
tionary effects. This can allow to directly probe for modifications to
the Schr€odinger equation, which governs the evolution of the system,
and potentially see the dynamical effects of decoherence, possible non-
linearities in the equation or signatures of classical gravity.93 Usually,
in order to observe these changes, the system should be allowed to
evolve freely, without interaction with the probe light.

The state after the free evolution is then verified and compared to
the predicted dynamics, as was demonstrated experimentally in Ref.
31. At this stage, any deviation from the predicted dynamics becomes
visible. The verification stage is required, since the state obtained dur-
ing the preparation stage depends on the validity of the model for the
system. The main difficulty of this process is in the need for sub-SQL
sensitivity for revealing nonclassical features.83 The verification step is
crucial, but also the most difficult, since it requires a back-action eva-
sion protocol in order to reveal nonclassical features in the state.94,95

Continuous monitoring of a nonclassical Gaussian optomechani-
cal quantum state can allow for detecting decoherence effects, which
might be not visible with the use of non-Gaussian states. For example,
if the entanglement is prepared for the mirrors of LIGO for the 50Hz
Fourier mode, and then let to evolve freely, it would decohere due to
thermalization over the timescale of +3ms. One of the gravitational
decoherence models suggest the characteristic timescale of sgd + 1ls
(based on the consideration in Ref. 94). Therefore, if we verify the state
after )100ls, and find no entanglement between the test masses, we
can be confident that this decoherence occurred due to the unknown
mechanism, possibly gravitational. The timescales of the experiment
are easily adjustable, since it is done in continuous regime. Similar
experiment with non-Gaussian states would be difficult, since the
preparation of the state is single-shot.

Although the dynamics of the entangled state would allow for
testing for a wide parameter range of decoherence models, conditional
state preparation is experimentally challenging. We suggest that even
the direct observation of ponderomotively squeezed states in optome-
chanical experiments can act as a probe of spontaneous decoherence
processes on the mechanical motion. If the mirror motion spontane-
ously decoheres during the interaction time of light and mirror, the
ponderomotively squeezed state becomes a mixture of several states
and its purity degrades. The quantum correlation between the reflected
light and the mirror motion is always effected by several decoherence

mechanisms from the local environment. If a spontaneous decoher-
ence mechanism exists on top, it might be observable and quantified
if reference measurements can be used to quantify all environmental
decoherence mechanisms. This way, the LIGO experiment25 can in
principle be used to search for unknown spontaneous (gravitational)
decoherence mechanisms. Whether the conventional decoherence
mechanisms can be quantified with a precision high enough to actu-
ally challenge well-motivated spontaneous decoherence mechanisms
is not investigated here. However, in Ref. 96, it is argued that even
with mixed states it might be possible to observe signatures of grav-
itational decoherence. In any case, the result in Ref. 25 can be used
to set an upper bound for spontaneous decoherence mechanisms,
simply because the quantum noise could be inferred to be below
the SQL.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Gravitational-wave astronomy requires unprecedented sensitivities

for measuring the tiny space-time oscillations at audio-band frequencies
and below. 40 kg mirrors that are suspended as pendulums act as space-
time test masses, and light fields of several 100 kWmeasure the changes
in their distances. The high mass minimizes the mirrors’ quantum
uncertainties in position and momentum on absolute scales, the effect
of the light’s radiation pressure uncertainty, as well as disturbances on
the mirror motion due to the environment. Mechanical resonances
have high-quality factors and are designed to keep away thermally
driven vibrations from the relevant spectrum.97 The mirrors’ triple pen-
dulum suspensions are complemented by a series of passive and active
seismic isolations.54,56 Mirror surfaces are super-polished to minimize
light scattering and feedback of back-scattered light that carry modula-
tions due to the movements of the environment.15,98 The light power is
high to maximize the optical GW signal on the output beam with
respect to the latter’s quantum uncertainty. Despite the high power, nei-
ther the amplitude nor the frequency of the input light carry relevant
disturbances from the environment, which is realized by a large number
of passive and active laser stabilization units.99 Due to all these efforts,
the light’s radiation pressure produces observable correlations of the
optical and mechanical quantum uncertainties.

A recent observation in Virgo showed that the quantum uncer-
tainties of the light fields in the arms produce such a large differential
quantum radiation pressure noise that it contributed significantly to
the observatories sensitivity between 30 and 70Hz.26 During this
observation, Virgo used its squeeze laser to squeeze the shot noise on
the output photo diode. Consequently, as described by Heisenberg’s
uncertainty relation, the differential quantum radiation pressure in the
arms had to increase.

LIGO used its squeeze laser to demonstrate the effect of pondero-
motive squeezing, which is additional, superimposed squeezing due to
the coupling of the light’s radiation pressure uncertainty and the
momentum/position uncertainty of the mirror motion.25

Ponderomotive squeezing is only produced if the quantum uncertain-
ties of reflected light and mirror motion are quantum correlated. The
injected squeezing plus the ponderomotive squeezing resulted in a
quantum noise that was below the standard quantum limit (SQL)
between 30 and 50Hz. This observation was possible after classical
noise of about 1.5-times higher standard deviation was subtracted.

The quantum uncertainties of the test mass motion in LIGO and
Virgo, as they were imprinted on the reflected light in Refs. 26 and 25,
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had magnitudes as expected. If they had been significantly weaker,
potentially not visible at all, they would have pointed to an unknown
decoherence process acting on the mirror motion. There are indeed
hypothetical spontaneous decoherence mechanisms, which were pro-
posed to explain why quantum coherent effects are not observed on
macroscopic objects. Prominent examples are “gravitationally induced
spontaneous localization” according to the Di#osi–Penrose models.62–67

Their typical rationals, however, lead to weak decoherence rates, which
are not testable with state-of-the-art technology.68–71,94 Only a modi-
fied version of gravity decoherence as conjectured in Ref. 94 leads to
sufficiently short decoherence times whose measurement is feasible.
Other continuous spontaneous localization (CSL) models that are
independent of gravity were also proposed.59–61 Some of them might
result in measurable decoherence effects.

Historically, optomechanical non-Gaussian quantum states were
first proposed for testing spontaneous decoherence/localization mod-
els. In particular Schr€odinger cat states, whose superimposed position
states are macroscopically distinct and separated by more than the size
of the gravitating body, seemed promising for testing gravitational
decoherence models.27,59,62–64,68 But these states are way beyond state-
of-the-art technology.68 Feasible are only non-Gaussian states of
mechanical oscillators, whose dimension is much larger than the size
of the quantum uncertainty.27,42,43,76,77

Taking this for granted, Gaussian nonclassical optomechanical
states seem to us as suitable for testing spontaneous localization mod-
els as the non-Gaussian ones. We suggest using the ponderomotively
squeezed optical states. In the ideal case of zero decoherence on the
light field and on the mirror motion, ponderomotively squeezed states
are pure and have minimal quantum uncertainties. Spontaneous as
well as environmental decoherence effects would be measured on a
stationary system, in which continuous-wave light continuously places
the optomechanical system of mirror motion and reflected light in a
quantum correlated state. The various decoherence mechanisms con-
tinuously mix the state with uncorrelated thermal mechanical and
optical states, and the continuous sampling on the steady-state light/
mirror system would result mixed optical states with an above mini-
mum uncertainty product. Quantum tomography on ponderomo-
tively squeezed laser fields could thus serve as tests of gravitationally
induced spontaneous localization. Quantum tomography on the out-
put light in GW observatories is possible by replacing the traditional
photo diode by two such photo diodes in balanced homodyne detector
arrangement, which needs to subsequently measure the field variance
at some sideband frequency near the SQL in the most squeezed quad-
rature and in the one 90( off. Alternatively, two balanced homodyne
detectors simultaneously measure the two quadrature fields, which
also provides the full quantum information but additionally allows for
vetoing non-stationary disturbances due to back-scattered light.100

The sensitivity of searches for such unknown decoherence processes in
GW observatories, however, is very low. The quantum correlations
between the optical field and mirror movement are observable but
obscured by thermal energy and other noise sources.
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